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SUMMARY 
A collection of-trajectory and spacecraft data are presented for relatively­
difficult unmanned mission to selected solar system targets using optimally and sub­
optimally powered solar electric propulsion. Data are presented for .1 and .05 AU 
indirect solar probes, for 450 and 600 unit-sphere extra-ecliptic missions, and for 
rendezvous missions to the asteroid Ceres and the comets D'Arrest and Encke. Ceres, 
D'Arrest, and Encke are assumed to move in fixed elliptical orbits in three dimensions. 
Fully optimized trajectory data are given for all missions, using the two launch 
vehicles Titan III D(1205)/Centaur and Titan III B(core)/Centaur. Trajectory data 
assuming suboptimally-powered spacecraft are given for solar probe and extra­
ecliptic missions. A constant jet exhaust speed solar electric propulsion system 
having a specific mass of 25, 30, or 35 kg/kw is optimized to yield maximum net 
spacecraft mass. The departure hyperbolic excess speed is optimized, and the ren­
dezvous missions are accomplished by means of low thrust propulsion. 
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This report presents solar electric trajectory and ,performance data for extra­
ecliptic and solar probes and for rendezvous missionsto'the-asterdid Ceres and the 
comets D'Arrest and Encke. Closely related solar electric -nission data have been 
presented previously (References *1 and 2) in a similar format'for -missionsto the 
planets. The missions investigated in this report extend the :pre viougly generated 
data to include additional solar system -targets whiich are generally considered to be 
more difficuilt to reach-than most of the planets. 
Miss ions, Investigated 
-Data were generated for the following selected missions: 
(1) Solar probes - Mode B flyby missions todistances from the sun's 
6bnter of 0.1 and 0.05 AU. (Mode B missions are the indirect missions taking
I 
approximately 12 revolutions around the sun, as dethned in Ref. 1.) 
(2) Extra-ecliptic probes - Missions for',which the -spacecraft attains final 
orbits having inclinations to the ecliptic of 450 and 600. The final orbits 
are constrained to be circular with radii of I'AU. Two.apparently distinct 
types of trajectory solutions became evident during the-generation of the data, 
and these are termed 4-burn and 5-burn trajectories, -since they are distinguished 
by the number of discrete burns performed by the solar--electric propulsion 
system. 
(3) Ceres rendezvous - Missions to the asteroid Ceres:,having launch dates in 
1976 and 1-979 and in which rendezvous is accomplished !bythe low-thrust pro­
pulsion system. (The term "rendezvous" throughout this report is taken to 
meanthat the spacecraft's and target's positions and velocities are identical 
at the final time.) Mode A rendezvous missions are presented. 
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(4) D'Arrest .rendezvous - Missions to the comet D'Arrest having launch dates 
in the year 1980 and in which rendezvous with the comet is accomplished by 
the low-thrust propulsion system when the comet is at perihelion (September 
17, 1982) and 50 days before perihelion. 
(5) Eneke rendezvous - Missions to the comet Encke having launch dates in 
the year 1979 and in which rendezvous with the comet is accomplished by the 
low-thrust propulsion system when the comet is at perihelion (December 6, 
1980) and 50 days before perihelion. 
All missions are one-way missions launched from the Earth by either the Titan III 
D(1205)/Centaur or the Titan III B(core)/Centaur launch vehicle. Data are presented 
as functions of flight time for all missions and also as functions of the solar-electric 
propulsion system's reference power (i. e., the electrical power to the thrust subsystem 
at one AU from the sun) for the solar and extra-ecliptic probe missions. Data are pre­
sented for propulsion system specific masses of 25, 30, and 35 kg/kw. (The propul­
sion system components are defined in the Spacecraft Model section of Reference 1.) 
Spacecraft and Mission Parameters Presented 
The quantities chosen for presentation consist of the initial and net spacecraft 
masses, the electric propulsion system and propellant masses, the maximum and 
reference power levels, the thrust and jet exhaust speed, and the propulsion system 
total operating time. Also presented are the minimum and maximum solar distances, 
the heliocentric travel angle, the launch hyperbolic excess speed, the launch date (for 
Ceres, D'Arrest, and Encke missions), and the initial Lagrange multipliers. 
Method of Data Generation and Presentation 
The software tool which generated the numerical results of this report is 
called HILTOP (previously called TOPCAT in References 1 and 2) and has recently 
been documented in Reference 3. HILTOP is a newer version of the original TOPCAT 
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program and is available upon request from NASA. Selected pataneters defining 
each optimal trajectory are punched on cards by HILTOP, and these cards are sub­
sequently fed into the data-management and electronic-plotter coniputer program 
ADMAP, whidh sorts and condenses the data before reading it onto magnetic tape. 
ADMAP is described in Reference 4. The magnetic data tape generated for this 
report contains approximately 740 trajectory-summaries for the five basic types of 
missions described above. The data tape is then input to ADMAP, which electronically 




The basic assumptions involved in the generation of this data are identical 
to those used in References 1 and 2 except for the differences noted in the following 
paragraphs.
 
Solar System Model 
All missions investigated involve three-dimensional (3D) trajectories except 
the solar probes, which are comprised of 2D trajectories. Since the solar probe and 
extra-ecliptic missions are essentially independent of Earth launch date, the Earth 
is assumed to be in a 1 AU circular orbit with launch occurring on thepositive x-axis 
while the Earth is moving in the y-direction for these missions. Missions to Ceres, 
D'Arrest, and Encke are highly-dependent upon Earth launch date, and therefore an 
accurate Earth ephemeris is used for these missions, as described in Reference 3. 
Ceres, DtArrest, and Encke are assumed to be in fixed elliptical orbits, as specified 
in Table I. In reality, several of the orbital parameters of these objects are perturbed 
by the major planets, as noted in Reference 5. Nevertheless, the assumption of fixed 
elliptical orbits for these objects is considered tobe valid; overthie short tinfe. periods 
studied, for the purpose of determining representative spacecraft performance require­
ments. For the Ceres and comet missions, the x-axis Poi ts toward the vernal equinox 
and the z-axis lies along the Earth's angular momentum vector. R-ight-handed coor­
dinate systems are used for all missions. 
Spacecraft Model 
The solar-electric propulsion spacecraft mod4l is defined'in Reference 1. The 
propulsion system is assumed to operate at constant, jet exhaust speed c with a thrust 
2 2 2subsystem efficiency given by fl= bc /(c +d2), where 'b 0.76 ad d= 13. in this 
report. This is a slightly-improved efficiency law compared to the law used'in References 
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for all missions.. The reference power is optimized for all data plotted as a function 
of flight time. 
The solar-'electrib power ratio law, depicted in Figure II, is identical to that 
used in Referefnces 1 and 2, for all missions except solar probes, in which case the 
dashed line in ,igure II is assumed for small solar distances. The dashed line repre­
sents the maxiriium possible (normalized) pbwer which the solar'cell array is capable 
of delivering 16 the thrust subsystem, and thfs maximum power is assumed to be 
achieved throughiit the hear-solar region by tilting the solar-c il array with respect 
to the incident. solit radiatidi so as to maiiitin maximum p6wer. This assumption 
is felt not to be tbitical in determining spadecraft performance r'e4uirements for solar 
probe missions- since The spacecraft spends most of its lime outside of the maximum 
power region ,tidtravels very rapidly through tlie near-solar reg"16n. Therefore, it 
is felt that if tiiA ihdkimum power curve (dashed line in Figure Ii) were replaced by 
some curve feitietenting less-than-maximuifh poWer in the ndbr-s'6lar region, the net 
spacecraft diii99 dnd other performance requit n'6nts for solar ptbbe missions would 
not be greatli bfected. 
As in Regferences 1 and 2, the low-thrust tankage factor is taken to be 0.03. 
The s't df 6befficients b., b and'b 3 which rep2tese'ut 6'1h launch vehicle 
are listed in tabie IL These are defined in Reference 1. The dsgiimption of a planar 
launch vehicle ttfusting maneuver is made for all missions investigated. The oppor­
tunity is takeri h re to indicate an erratum in Reference 1 concefinug the equations which 
describe a lauhbh vehicle. The second term (-VEc) in the equati6h for characteristic 
speed on the bottom of page 7 of that reporl shbiiid be absent. 
Parameters dptimized 
As m6htidned above, the propUlsion system jet exhauat spbd and departure 
hyperbolic excess speed are optimized for all missions (to produce maximum net space­
craft mass), dnd the propulsion system reference power is optiffi±Ud for all missions 
when it is idt ilf-id. The heliocentric travel angle is optimized fdI solar probe and 
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extra-ecliptic missions. For the three-dimensional extra-ecliptic trajectories, the 
travel angle is defined as the limiting sum of a large number of very small travel-angle­
increments associated with subsequent small trajectory-segments. The launch date 
is optimized for Ceres rendezvous missions. It is not possible to optimize the launch 
dates for the comet missions (for a given flight time) because the spacecraft and 
comets were forced to rendezvous at fixed points in the comets' orbits. For a given 
flight time, the travel angle cannot be optimized for the Ceres and comet missions in 
the same sense as it is for the solar probe and extra-ecliptic missions since Ceres 




Order of Presentation 
The datf are presented in graphical form in the following.order: (1) solar 
probes, (2) extra-ecliptic missions, (3) Ceres rendezvous missions, (4) D'Arrest 
rendezvous misions, and (5) Enoke rendezvous missions. The 0.05 AU solar 
probes precede the 0. 1 AU solar probes, the 4-burn extra-ecliptic. missions precede 
the 5-burn extpar.-ecliptic-missions, the 1976 Ceres missions precede the 1979 Ceres 
missions, andthe perihelion rendezvous data precede the pre-perihelion rendezvous 
data for each.of the comet missions. Within this structure, the 'itan III D(1205)/ 
Centaur missions precede the Titan III B(core)/Centaur missions,, and for each launch 
vehicle, data are ordered according to ascending values of proppu ion system specific 
mass. In gene;al , data are presented as functions of flight time for optimally powered 
spacecraft. For solar probe and extra-ecliptic missions, data are presented also as 
functions of sp qecraft reference power for inreasing values, yf fight time. These 
data, represPring sub-optimally powered spacecraft, immediately follow the corres­
ponding data for optimally powered spacecraft, which are preseted as functions of 
flight time., 
Basic Layout 
Each fiure consists of four graphs, with two graphs situated on each of two 
opposing pagasg so that all pertinent information corresponding to a given set of 
missions is qyailable at a glance. Each curve is lettered, the letter-code being given 
at the top pf e h figure. 
The first graph (upper left) presents the mass breakdown of the vehicle, in 
kilograms. This consists of (A) the net spacecraft mass, mqre commonly known as 
payload, (B) the initial spbcecraft mass, which is equivalent o the payload of the 
launch vehiole, (C) the propulsion system mass, and (D) the low-thrust propellant 
mass. 
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The second graph (lower left) presents the parameters which characterize the 
solar-electric propulsion system, and also the maximum power encountered along 
each trajectory and the total power-on time of the solar-electric propulsion system. 
These consist of (F) the propulsion system reference power (power at one astronom­
ical unit from the sun), in kilowatts, (G) the maximum power which is required of 
the solar-electric propulsion system as the spacecraft travels along its trajectory, 
in kilowatts, (H) the solar-electric propulsion system jet exhaust speed, in meters 
per second, (I) the spacecraft thrust at one astronomical unit from the sun, in 
newtons, and (J) the total low-thrust propulsion time, in days. 
The third graph (upper right) presents the basic parameters which characterize 
an interplanetary trajectory. These consist of (K) the maximum distance which the 
spacecraft recedes from the sun, in astronomical units, (L) the closest approach 
which the spacecraft makes to the sun, also in AU, (M) the total angle through which 
the spacecraft travels around the sun from the Earth to its destination,. in degrees, 
(N) the hyperbolic excess speed of the spacecraft at Earth departure, in meters per 
second, and (R) the launch date at Earth, in days referenced from the Julian date 
displayed in the letter-code section at the top of each page. Curve (R) is present 
only for the Ceres and comet missions,' since the solar probe and extra-ecliptic 
missions are assumed to be independent of launch date. 
The fourth graph (lower right) presents the initial Lagrange multipliers which: 
are required to start a given optimum trajectory. Their magnitudes correspond to 
an initial mass-ratio Lagrange multiplier which is normalized to unity. For the 
performance index of maximum net spacecraft mass, the primer has units kilogram­
tau/AU and its derivative has units kilogram/AU, where tau is the normalizing unit 
of time equal to approximately 58. 13244 days. The Lagrange multipliers are expressed 
in a coordinate system as defined in the Solar System Model section. See Reference 1 




Standardization of Scales 
Due to the wide range of magnitudes ,among the many parameters which ar 
plotted, it was ,deemed necessary to choose standard scales for the ordinates of the 
four graphs. This in turn requires the presence of scaling factors for each curve 
(assumed to be unity when not present), which appear, following a slash (/), with the 
letter-code above each figure. These scaling factors are very easy to interpret; for 
example, if a quantity has an apparent value of 4 and a scaling factor of 1000, then 
its true value is 4 times 1000, or 4000. 
The scale factor selection was performed automatically by the electronic 
plotter computer program ADMAP. The selection algorithm allowed a given curve to 
exceed the upper and lower ordinate bounds of each graph by up to ten percent of the 
respective maximum upper or lower value which may be plotted. Therefore, in a 
few instances, most of a curve may lie, for example, above the gtaph (and hence is 
not plotted), but this unplotted portion of the curve must lie entirely within 110% of its 
maximum plottedvalue, which is usually sufficient information. 
Curve Labelling 
The labelling of each curve with a letter-code was also performed automati­
cally by the electronic-plotter computer program ADMAP and exhibits some wealmesses. 
The possibility of overplotting of letters, which may render them unrecognizable, is 
the basic wealkess of the labelling algorithm. This possibility is due to the absence 
of a "memory" in the automatic-labelling routine. Such a memory was considered 
unnecessary sinqe each curve is tagged with a letter at both endpoints, and the 
probability of a.double-overlap is negligible except for the reference power (F) 
and maximum power (G) curves, which frequently coincide. For these two cur-ves, 
a special, linjted memory prevents the overlap of their cod-letters. 
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DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS 
No attempt is made here to draw conclusions from the data, the basic purpose 
of this report and References 1 and 2 being merely the presentation of data. It is a 
major task to generate basic conclusions with regard to SEP spacecraft design con­
siderations from this report and other published works, and such is beyond the scope 
of this study. A few observations concerning the data are made here, and these are 
in addition to the comments made in References 1 and 2. In the comments which 
follow, a capital letter enclosed in parentheses () refers to the letter-code associated 
with a given plotted quantity. 
For solar probe and extra-ecliptic missions, the x-component of the initial 
primer (U) is apparently equal to the negative y-component of the initial primer 
derivative (Y). This is due solelyto the choice of coordinate systems for these missions, 
and the basic explanation is found in Reference 1. This simple relationship between 
two of the initial Lagrange multipliers is valid for the three-dimensional extra-ecliptic 
missions, which involve six multipliers, because transversality requires the z-com­
ponent of the vector constant of the motion to vanish. The transversality conditions 
associated with the particular class of extra-ecliptic missions investigated here are 
given in Reference 6. In summary, these transversality conditions require that the 
vector constant of the motion be parallel to the line of intersection of the initial and 
final orbit planes, the initial orbit plane being the ecliptic. 
One particular numerical difficulty is extremely troublesome when it arises 
during the generation of a given set of data on the computer. The difficulty arises whei 
an infinitesimal coast phase appears along a trajectory, and all subsequent trajectories 
become locked onto this class of trajectories having a very small coast phase, which 
prevents convergence to the desired optimal solution. The r6ason for this is not clear 
at present. Associated with this phenomenon are the plateaus in the initial Lagrange 
multiplier curves of Figures 1, 7, 13, 31, and 37. Such relatively strange behavior 
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of the boundaryhValue-problem independent variabls may indicate the existence of 
neighboring multiple roots of the transversality functions, as noted on page 14 of 
Reference 1. l{6Wever, no deeper insight iito this problem seefig to be available 
at present. 
For data Which are plotted as functions of spacecraft refirbnce power in both 
this report and Reference 2, the trade-off between high and low htMust propulsion is 
clearly evident iAN the launch excess speed durve (N), which i Ahi'notonically decreas­




This constitutes an annual progress report regarding data generation for the 
five types of high-energy SEP missions considered. As in the case of the data pub­
lished in References 1 and 2. the data published here reside on a single magnetic 
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FIG. 11. .05 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III 0(1205]/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
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FIG. 13. .05 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III 0C1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 35 KG/KW
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FIG. 14.. .05 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES 
TITAN III OE1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 35 KG/KW 
FLIGHT TIME 200 DAYS 
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FIG. 17. .05 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES 
TITAN III 0(1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 35 KG/KW 
FLIGHT TIME 350 DAYS 
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FIG. 18. .05 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 35 KG/KW 
FLIGHT TIME 400 DAYS 
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.FIG. 20. 	 .05 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III BCCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
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FIG. 21. 	 .05 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III BCCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
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FIG. 23. .05 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
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FIG. .24, 	.05 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
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FIG. 26. 	 .1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW
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FIG. 27. 	 .1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW
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FIG. 28." .1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III OCI205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
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FIG. 30. .1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III D(1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
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FIG. 33. 	 .1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 30 KG/KW
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FIG. 34. 	 .1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III 0C1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
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FIG. 35. 	 .1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III 0(1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE,
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FIG. 36. .1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 30 KG/KW 
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FIG. 37. 	 "1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
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FIG. 38. 	 .1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
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to 	 15 2Oa 5 zo 5S 
REFERENCE POWER CKW]
 
FIG. 39. 	 .1iAU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III OCI205]/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 35 KGIKW
 
FLIGHT TIME 250 DAYS
 
-------
K MAXIMUM SOLAR CITANCE (AU) U X-COIPONENf CF FRIHEF/I.1CE-1 
S'IIMUH SOLAR DIS1ANCE (AUI/I.Dot- V Y-COhFONENI OF FIMER 
M4 HELIOCEMIRIC IRiAEL ANCLE (eEC,,GC X X-CCNPONENI OF PRIMER CERIVAIIVE 


























HNE SPACECRAFT HASS M;1/1G 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS (K4),10flG 




REFERENCE POVER tW/tC 
HAXIsUM POWER CKV)/tO 
JET EXHAUS SPEEC tHSECI/ 'ooG 
t PROPELLANT %ASS It1/11GC I THRUST Al I AU (N) 
4 PROPULSION TIKE (CASIuIOG 
10 











FIG. 40. 	 .1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III OC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 35 KG/KW





AMAXIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (A61 
L. HNHIAUH SC'LAR CISTAHCE tJ;.3O-I 
M I4EL1dCERITR1C TRA4EL ANGLE (c-tCrItO 










Or PRIMER IUE IVATIVE 











REEEt POWER_____- ________ 
3__ 
FIG 0 .______ C- . _________ _________ 
•A NEI SPACECRAFT MASS (Kt) JIG F REFERENCE POWER tKWl/6O 
B 
C 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (KC)'ISOO 
PROPULSION SYSTEM MKASS (KG)/IGG 
C 
R 
MAXIMUM POWER (KU)1 
JET EXHAUST SPEEC 
1 
N/SEC)/IOOOG 
t PROPELLANT MASS IK )/IO0O I THRUST AT I AU (N) 










is 20 30 
REFERENCE POWER CKW) 
.1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES 
TITAN III OC1205)1CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 35 KG/KW 




K HAIXUH SGLAR ISANCE (Au) 4 X-CCHPCHENT OF PRIMER 
L XIWIHUM SCLAR CI lANCE (AU)I.DE-,2 V I-CCHOOPEN OF PRIMER 
M, IELICCENIFIC TRAVEL ANGLE CEq 'T'I'00 X' X-CCMFONEMT OF FRIMER DERIVATIVE 
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A NET SPACECRAFT MASS (t ) ICCE F REFERENCE POWJER (iAINI/t 
t INITIAL SPACECAF.I MASS (KC)tIOtC t MAXIMUM POWER (KW)I10 
PROPULSION SYSIEH MASS (X )/IIGB H JET EXHAUST SPEEt (M/SECI'5000C 
B PROPELLANT MASS IKC/ID00 1 IHUST AT I AU (N) 
























FIG. 42. .1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III DC12OS)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 35 KG/lW
 




t AZ1I4UM SOLAR CISIANCE (AXfl 
I. H ItIMUH SOLAR C1S1ANCE (kkU)/t.uc 2 
M4 MEL IOCEW1R1C TRAVEL ANGLE (CEO/dOO



































NEI SPACECRAFT MASS (KG)10G0 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS IKC I'OIG 
PROPULSION SYSIEM MASS (XCI/0 





REFERENCE PCER (KXi)11 
MAHX[UH POWER KI)/O 
JET EXHAUST SPEED (H/EC)IOGO 
THRUST AT I AU IN)II.0OE-1 
PROPULSICN TIME (CAYS),IOI 
hi 









FIG. A 1.MDE SLARPRBE 
w 
TITAN III BCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 




M 5OLAR DISIANCE TAU) U X-(CMKFOE91 PRIMER/I.GGE-1HAXIMUM CF 
L INIHUW SOLAR DISTANCE (AUI/I aCE,-2' V r-CCHFNEHI CF FIHER 
M TRAVEL AGLE tCEt}fIrI I X-COMFONENT CF PRIMER DERIVATIVEIEL ICCEfTiIC 
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'FIG. 43. CCONCLUD'EM 
A NEI SPACECfiFI MASS (KG)IC F REFERENCE POUER (K )I10
 
t1tIIAL SPA(ECRAFI MASS (KCI/ 1 MAXIMUM FOUER IKWI),G
 
SPROPULSION 1S(1Eh MASS (KG)/IGG H JEI EXHAUSI SPEED tM/SEC),ICGGG
 
0 PROPELLANT MASS (C) /10C I THRUST Al I AU (N)/I.OE-1
 

















FIG 44. .1 A MOD B SLAR ROBE 
TIA I COE/ENARLUC EIL 





K AXIMUM SCOLAR DISTAN4CE (AU) U X-COHPCAENI OF PRl4Eftii.DGE-1 
L. MIHIMhU SOL1AR CISTANCE (AU)/I,OOE-1 V V-COMPONENT Cf PRIMER 
'4 LICENRIlC IRAVEL AMGLE (CEQ)IIC X X-COCPOENT OF For1ER DERIVAIIVE 
N LAUHCM EXCESS SPEED I/sECCiOGG t Y-COHFONENI OF PRIHER DERIVAIVEl.O0E-1 




















NET SFACECRAFT MASS (KC3JIGC 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS (KG) Il0GC 
PROPULSION SYSTEH MAS (X) IGC 




















RUFERENCE FOCAER IKUI/ 10 
NAXIHUX POWER (XWI/l0 
JT EXHAUSI SPEEO IISE0 
IhRUSI AT I AU tH)/I,.OE-I 
PROPULSION TIRE ICAIS)/IO0 
OODO 
12 14 I 
REFERENCE POWER CKW)
 
FIG. 45. 	 .1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III BCCOREJ/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW
 





K HAXIMU9A SQLAR tItmIACE AXUY U X.-CC.HPCHERI CF E IHER/i.O0t-i 
IL MIHMU I SOLAR Q1STAHCE IAU,),ttC5E-t V Y-CCFCHENI CE PRcIHER 
ki HELiOCEMIR IC TRAVEL ANCLE (Cf&tttlCC X-CCMrCHEI Cr FRcIHER DERIVATIVE
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A NET SPACECRAFT MASS (KC)/100 F REFERENCE PC.ER IKW)/I,
 
e INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (II/ I05 S MAXIMUM FO0ER (KW),II
 
C PROPULSION SISIEM MASS IKC)I0 I JET EXHAUST SPEED IH/SEC),I'O1
 
C PROPELLANT K OO THRUST 1 AU
MASS ) 	 I AT (N)/I.QGE-1
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FIG. 46. .1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III BCCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW
 








AHAXlIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE 
__ IAU -X.COPONI OFRIE 
L. MINIMUM SOLAR U1S1INCE (AUJi~e~ VtY-CCIMFQNENI CF PRIMER 
k HELIOCENTPIC TRAVEL ANGLE (CEF.V/|IG X X-CCMFG4EHt CF PRIMER DERIVATIVE 





















A NET SPACECRAFT HASS (KG),ICO F REFERENCE PWER 'ItX)/JI 
t 
C 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS II )l1GG 
PROPULSION SISTEH HASS (K£1/1GO 
£ 
H 
IAXINU POUER (KW)j1l 
JET EXHAUST SPEEC IH/SEC)/IGOP 
0 PRCPELLANT MAS5 (KC) IOO I THRUST AT 1 AU (H)/I.OGE-1 
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REFERENCE POWER CKWY
 
FIG. 47. 	 .1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III BECORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 30 KG/KW






'K "HAXIhUM SCLAR CISIANCE (AU) U X-CONFC.NER C FRIHERIfl.Et 
L 
M 
MINIMUM OLAR DISTANCE 
NELIOCENT;IC TRAVEL ANCLE 
tI.CCE-l 
(EC)1j1G 
VU) >-COHPOENT OF 
x X-CkCNNEI CF 
PRIMER 
FRIER CEIVAIIVE 





























NEI SPACEC"AFT MASS (K6,160
INIIAL SPACECRAFT HASS tX)/IOC 
F 
c 
REFERENCE POWER IKW) ,1l 
MAXITU POWER IKWIIG 
C PRCPULSIOC SISTEH HASS IKC)/'G H JET EXHAUST SPEED (H/$C)/IOO 
0 PROPELLANT HASS (K)IOG I THRUST AT 1 AU (N)/I.OGE-1 























REFERENCE POWER [KW) 
.1 AU MOOE B SOLAR PROBES 
TITAN III BCCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 30 KG/KW 
FLIGHT TIME 350'DAYS 
112 




NININUR SOLAR CISANCE (AU)II.00-I 
HELIOCENtRIC TRAVEL ANGLE tDeG1,t O0 
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I-A 
REFERENCE POWER CKW) 
FIG. 48. CCONCLUDEO) 
iI3 
A NET SPACECRAFT MASS (KG)/IG F REFERENCE POCER (KW),l0
B INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (K4)/1000 MAXIMUM FOER tKU)/Io 
C PROPULSION SYSTEM HASS IK)/Ic N JET EXHAUST SPEED (N/SEC) I0Ot 
C PROPELLANT MASS (KCI/,OO I THRUST AT i AU (N)II.00E-I 

































FIG. 49. 	 •.1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES
 
TITAN III BCCORE)ICENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 30 KG/KW
 









HAXIMUI SC LAR DISTANCE (AU) 
HINIMUM CLAR DISTANCE (AUtI1.COE-I 
MELICCENHIIC TRAVEL AHLE IDE),IG0 

































A KEY SpAcEcZAF1 MASS iKC)/Ic 
B INIhIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (K?.) 100 
C PROPULSION SYSTEM HASS IK /IDV 










6 	 1 

F REFERENCE PrAJER 1KW) 'IC 
MAXIMUM FC'MER (I(SO1I0 
M JET EXHAUSI SFEEC (HISEC),iO0C0 
I THRUOS AT 1 AU (HI/i.GOE-I 
J PROPULSION TIME (cAYS),l00 
c 
F 




FI1G. 50. 	 .1 AU MODE B SOLAR PROBES 
TITAN III BCCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 35 KG/KW 
FLIGHT T-IME 300'OAYS 
16 
AZMAIMUM VfOLAR CIS!ANCE (AU)- U X-CCXFONENf CF PRIkE~/l.OCE-I 
L MHIHkIHRUSCOLAR CIlSI AMC E ( AU)-/ I. GE- I V Y<CCHFONENI CF n IMER 
H~ ' LIOCE YRI( TRAVEL. ANGLE (DG/PI X X-CCNPC4ENI CF PR-INER DERIVATIVE 






U 01 41 
REEEC PbE CKW 




NET SPACECRAFT MASS IXGI)11O 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (KCIhSODO 
F 
C 
REFERENCE POUER (KWNIlI 
MAXIMUM POWER1 [XuIIo 
CPROPULSION 5151514 MASS (K4)/IOC H JET EXHAUST SPEED (HSECI,§OOD 
C PROPELLANT HASS (I )/OD I THRUST AT I AU CNI il.0SE-I 




























1411414131 S(IAR CISIANCE VO'1.£E 
litLICCEHTRlC I rAVE. AI4GLE (CEG)~1lC 



























NEI SPACECRAFT MASS IK )/IEC 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (KGI1/05C 
PRCPULSICN SYSTEM MASS taG)I155 





REFERENCE POWER (RW)I1 
MAXIMUM PGOER (KW/ltC 
JET EXHAUST SPEED IEC)ICGt'. 
THRUST AT I AU (N)'I.OCE-l 




























R MAXIMUM SOLAR IUIS1AHCE lAo) 
L MINIM4UM SOLAR tlSIANCE (AU),1.tDE-2 
SHELIOCENTRIC IRAVEL AN;LE IMDEU/IO0


























___ _____ ___ 1_ 
102 
A NET SPACECRAFT HASS tIt)110 F REFERENCE POWER RU)il0o 
E INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS (K;) IOOB ; MAXIMUM PCUER IKW)/IG 
C PROPULSION SISTEM HASS tKG)/IGG0 h JET EX AUSI SFEEC tHtSEC)10O00 
C PRCPELLANI HASS IKG)/1O0C I THRUST AT I AU (N) 















550 600 650 760 
FLIGHT TIME WDAYS) 
45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS 
TITAN III DCI2OS)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW 
Ito 
K HflIKMI SOLAR CISTANCE AU) Is -CC$4P0)4NTI C$ PRthKERI1.CCE-l 
L MIIMUM SOLAR Ll IANCE IAU) /-I . OE- I V Y-CC.$WONENI OF PRIMER 
M4 HELIC.CEN'TRIC IRAVEL ANGLE tCE() 41CC W 2-CcMPONENI CF PRI0,ER 
N LAUNCH EXCES$ SPEED tHSEC)ftIC0C K -1-CC PONEZNj OF PRIMER ~;vfv~.C­y Y-CONPOINEINT OF PRIMER CERIVAIIVEII.CCE-1 
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INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS (KGI/I0G 
PROPULSICN SNSTEM HASS (KG)f10GC 


















REFEREHCE PCWER (KWI/10 
MAXIMUM POWER IK5110 
JET EXHAUST SPEEC CH/SEC)/I0CGG 
TRUST AT I AU (tI 




FIG. 54. 	 45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW
 
















A X-CC$POMNItf OF 
VY C0,PONEHI OF 
u 2-COKFONEkI OF 
I -COMPONENT OF 
I Y-COHPONENT OF
















to IS 2D 25 30 
REFERENCE.POWER CKW) 
FIG. 54. CCONCLUDEQ) 
125.
 
A NET SPACECRAFT MASS (KI/ICC F REFERENCE PCER (KWI/IC 
e INITIAL SFACECRAFT HASS (K4)/IOG0 C MAXIMUM POWtR (KW), t 
C PROPULSION SISIEN HASS (KI)11OGG 
SROPELLANT MASS (KC)tGC 
H 
I 
JET EX AUST 
















tO15 20 25 
REFERENCE POWER CKW) 
33 35 
FIG. 55. 45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW 
FLIGHT TIME 550 DAYS 
126 
MAXIMUM SOLAR CISTANCE ,IU) U X-COMPHONENT OF FRIWE%/1.Q6E-2 
L MINIHU -SOLAR DISTANCE (AU)8-1.OOE-1 V Y-COHPOENT OF P'tMER 
M HELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL ANILE (CE4)/jDO J Z-CCPONENT OF 'PRI'MER 
M LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED (M/SEC)'/fYO X X-CONPONENT. OF FPIMER DERIVAFIVEII.GCE-I 
I I-COMPONENT OF PRIMER UENIVAIIYEI.OCE-Z
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A NET SPACECRArP HASS tK),1OO F REFERENCE POIt% (K )I/O 
B INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS (K /O00 ; HAXIMUH POER (Kl)/ID 
C 
C 
PROPULSION S STEH HASS (KC)/lOGO 




JET EXHAUST SPEEC (HSECI/1GOOO 
THRUST AT I AU Ml) 













5 i(3 25 30 
REFERENCE POWER CKW) 
45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 Kd/KW
FLIGHT TIME 600 DAYS 
128 
CL 
K M1IJUM SOLAR CStAI.CE (Alt X -COMPOWI~t Cr' MR'.G-
L MINItIM SOLAR DIV!ARCE tlUU.OOE-t, V Y-Cb.MPhOkfl CF PRIMER 
H $ELIOCEHRIC IRAVEL AH;LE (DE )/GG 2-CexPQ$IEwT OF PRIMER 
" LAUNCk EXCESS SPEED INSEC) ihbOo X X-COMtONEttT OF PRIMER DEFIVAIVE/l.fl0E-
V Y-COMPOi4VW OF PRIMER CERtVAIVE/I.Ot-

















NET SPACECRAFT MASS (KG)/100 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (K)/IOOO 
F 
D 
REFEREHCE POWER iKU) 10 
MAXIMUM POWER (KW)/I 
C PROPULSION 3YSTEM HASS IKC)/I0G0 M JET EXHAUST SPEEC IXSEC),lo0oo 
C PROPELLANT MASS (KG) 1GO I THRUST AT I AU (H) 















FIG. 57. 	 45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III.OCI205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW,







NAXIUH SOLAR CISIANCE (AU). 
?ININUH SCLAR DISTANCE (AU),I.CCE-I 
HELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL ANCLE (IESMICC 








P-COPONENT OF PR IHER 
Z-COMFONEHT- O F PRIjER 
X-CONFPOHEN1 OF FRIHER DERIVAIEil .Doo-I 
I-CORPONENT-CF PRAMER DERIVAIVE,).CGE-I 





1A U U 
10- 52 0 
REFEREN POWER CKW ­
,FIG. 57. 'CCONCLUDED), 
A 
B 
NET SPACECRAFT HAS (KGC)/0 -
INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS (K4)IC0G 
F 
C 
REFERENCE POWER tIC)/Io 
MAXIMUM POWER (KW)/IQ 
C PROPULSION SITEM MASS (KG/I 0EG JET EXHAUST SPEED iI4SEC)/ I2G0 
C PROPELLANT HASS (KO)/1000 I THRUST AT I AU (MY 












SoC5 U 5 i 
FLGH-IM DAS 
FI.5. 4 ERE -UNETAECITCMSIN 
TIA-IJC25/ENARLUC EIL 
SPCII MASS 3 KG/K 
23 





HAXIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE IAU) 
MINIMUM SOLAR DIS ANCE IAW)/I.COE-I 
'XELIOCENTIRIC TRAVEL ANGLE IDES) ,ICC 







X-COHPONEkI Cr FIFRZI1I.OOE-I 
Y-COMPONENT CF PRITR 
2-COMPONENT CF PR144tR 
X-COXPONENT CF PRIMER "ERIV&AIVEII.00E-I 
Y-COMPONENT Or PRIMERCEIttVI.0-








Soo 550 600 650 700 750 
FLIGHT TIME CDAYS) 





A MEI SPACEC AFT KASS IKG/IEO
2 INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS KIII/1GG 
C PROPULSION SYSIEN MASS (KS) 109 




















F REFERENCE POKER (KA)/0
 
G HAXIHUM PcUER (KI' I10 
H JET EXHAUST SPEEC IM/SEC)/l100C 
I THRUST AT I AU (N) 
3 PROPULSION TIME IOA S)/I00 
F 




45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III D[1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 30 KG/KW
 




K MAXIHUN SOLAR DISTANCE (AUI)I.OCE-1 
L MINIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AU)I.ODE-I 
M HELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL AHNLE (DEG)/ID0 






K-COMPONENT OF FRIHED91,7.50DE-1 
"V-COMPONENT OF PRIMEN: 
Z-COMPONENT (F PRIMER 
K-COMPONENT OF PRIMER DERIVATIVE 
-COMPONENT OF PRIMER CERIVATIVEII.OOE-I 























A KET SPACECRAFT %ASS (KG) ,0j F REFERENCE POWER (KW])II 
B INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS (KG)IIGCD £ MAXIXUH POWER IKW)tIO 
C PROPULSION SYSTEM HASS (K£)/IGC H JET.EXHAUST SPEED (XISEC),1/OOG 
C PROPELLANT HASS (KG)1ICO I THRUST AT I AU (N) 














FIG. 60. 	 45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DE1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 30 KG/KW
 




K, -AXIXIJH SCOLAR CISIANCE ('AU)t- .OGE'-1 U X-CGOONI Ct PRIHER1I.DDE-Z 
LHIHIMUK SOLAR DISTANCE (AU)11.GOGE-1 V Y-COHFONENT CF PRIHEF 
'm VILIQCCEHTRIC TRAVEL AH LE IDE;)'IOO W ->V-CCMPONZNT CF PRIHER 
NLAUNC% EXCESS SPEEC (M/SECI1DGD X' -X-CCOMPFNENI OF PFIIER OERIVAIIVEII.OOE-1 
I V-COMPOUENT OF PR-SlER CERIVAIIVEdI.OOE-2 







A NET SPACECRAFT KASS ( ) /ICC 
B INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS (KC)tIGG 
C PROPULSION SYSTEM PASS (sK)/1OO 



















F REFERENCE POVER (KU)/i1 
C HAXIHMU POKER (KW)IG
 
h JET EXHAUST SPEEC (H SEC)IOGOO
 
1 HRUST Al I AU (HI 





45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 30 KG/KW
 




K MHUM SOLAR CISTANCE (AUY, U X-COMPONENT (P 'PIFIHER II .150E-2 
L MIP(INUH SOLARi V1$TAHCE AI'1.O V T'.CQHFQNEN I'CF FU'XtR 
H' NELICCENTRIC TRVAEL Ax4LE- tDE;),IGC W& '2-COMPONENT CT PR'IMER 
W' LAUNt- EXCESS SFEED (M/.SEC)dtUOD 	 X- X-COMPONENT CF FR'IHER DERI1VATVE.00E-I 
N 'V-COMPONENT OF ;PR1THER EVTVEI.O 
















MEI SPACECRAFT MASS (K4)/1GG 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT KASS (KG)tICCC 
C PROPULSIOH SYSTEM HASS tX0/1GOC 
















REFERENCE POWJER iKW)i*3t 
MAXIMUM FCTWR (XWI)10 
AtT EXHAUST SPEED (tHISEC)/IOGGO 
THRUST AT I AU IN) 





FIG. 62.. 	 45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DCI205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 30 KG/KW
 
FLIGHT TIME 650 DAYS
 
A,- NAXIMUK SOLAR CISIANCE (AU) U X-,CCHFORENI CF PRINMiI.COE-i 
L KIN'UN SOLAR CIS1ANCE tAUI/AtSE-j V -COHPONEHT CF PRIIEA 
H ' HEL ICCENTRIC TRAVEL. ANGLE (tEG- /1ICC W 2ZC'tNClP(N EN I CF PRIM 
N I LAUNCH EXCESS IXM6EC),IGGQ X- X--tOPONET CF ERVAIIVEII.GGE-lSPEED OFIMER 
Y Y-COCPONZH CF PRI , DERIVATIVES1.GGE-I 









 o ' G. COCL E-







NET SPACECRAFI HASS (KG)/IIG 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS (KU)10GGC 
PROPULSION SYSTEM MASS (KGI1000 





REFERENCE POWER (KW)/10 
MAXIMUM POWER (KW),lI 
JET EXHAUST SPEED IH/SEC)/lOG[ 
TI4UST AT I AU (N) 
3 PROPULSION TIME (DAYS)/1OP 
o4 	 ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ­
1FG
 
50°'0 	 550 ,,, 600 .'66 760 75C 
, 	 FLIGHT TIME CDAYS) 









K MAXIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE CAU b X-COHPONENT CF PRIMER/I.GE-1
 
L MINIMH SOLAR DISTANCE IAU)/I.OOE-i V C-COPOHEHT CF PRIMER
 
M HELIOCENIRIC TRAVEL ANULE tDE),ICC W 2-COMPONENT CF PRIMER
 
N L.AUNC EXCESS SPEED MISEC),/COG X X-COMPONENI OF FRI-MER DERIVkIIVEJI.OOE-I
 
Y -COPONENI OF PR'IER DERIVAIIVEI/.GE­
















LI ~10. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
0: 












MET SPACECRAFT MASS (K01166 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS (K4)/I0GO 
PROPULSION SYSTEM HASS (KR1GI0 






REFERENCt POVER KIMU/10 
MAXIMUM FOUER (KIU/1G 
JET EXHAUST SPEEC tM/SEC),b00G0 
THRUST AT I AU (N/I.GOE-l 


















FIG. 64. 45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DtI205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 35 KG/KW
 
FLIGHT TIME 500 DAYS
 
x MAXIMUN SOLAR DISIANCE tAU) U X-COkPORENI O PRlMERII.tE-I 
L hIHMIUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AU)/I.DOE-j V Y-COMFONENI OF PRIMER 
A4 "EL(OCzITRIC TRAVEL 
H LAUN{H EXCESS SPEED 
AW4LS (0ESII30{HiSEC-/IG0- UI X Z-CCMPOKEHT CF X-COMPONENI OF PRIMER FRIMER DERIVATIVE 
Y Y-COhPONENI OF PRIMER DERIVATIVEI.GOE-i 

















A NET SPACECRAFT MASS (K01I1CO F REFERENCE POWER (KW)JIO

B INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (KG)/150 MAXIMUM POWER IKW)/IG
 
C PROPULSION SSTEM MASS (KG),IOl h JET EXHAUST SPEED tMISEC)IG0OO
 
C PROPELLANT MASS (KG) OGiO I TIRUST AT I AU (HII .OGE-I
 






































HAXIMUM SCLAl CISI&1CE (AU) 
MIHIMUX SOLAR ~1STANCE t&U).OE-l 
HELIOCENHRIC IRAVEL AN;LE COE)/100 







X-CO4PONENT OF PRIKER/I.GGE-2 
N-COMPONENT OF PRIMER 
Z-COMPONEWT OF PRIMER 
X-CORPOHEHI OF FRIER tERIVNTIVYEI.UOE-1 
-COHPONEHT OF PRIMER DERIVATIYEI.OGE-2 



























NET SPACECRAFT KASS (Itr)100 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS L%)/IGOG
PROPULSION SYSTEN HAS$ (KG)/IOC 






REFERENCE POWER IK)1II 
HAXIMUM POWER (KW)I1O
JET EXHAUST SPEED (IDSECT1IOOO 
THRUSI AT I AU (M) 
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FIG. SS. 	 45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 35 KG/KW





uA1IHU CLAR CISIAMCE IAU) U X-COPOMENI CF PRIHER/I.GGE-2 
- WlNWUJ 'SOLAR CISYACE ,AUII.CE-! V Y-CO PCHENI CF PRIMER 
K IEIACENIRIC IKAYEL AKNLE iCEG)/ICC w Z-CCHPONEN CF PRIMER 















at _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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to_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 














A NEI SPACECRAFT HASS (KC) /100 F REFERENCE POWER(KU)'10 
B INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (KC)I1000 C MAXIMUMJ1 POWAER(KWJ),t0 
C PROPULSION SISTEN MASS IKC),lOC H JET EXHAUST SPEED iMI4SECI)/100 
C PROPELLANT MASS (KG)/1O0C I THRUST AT I AU (N) 
























FIG. 67. 	 45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 35 KG/KW
 




K 'MAXIMUM SOLAR CISTANCE AUI) 
L MINIMUM SOLAR CISTANCE tAU)/I.flOE-I 
M I4ELIOCEMIRIC TRAVEL ARCLE (tE4d lO 







































. 4Z SP-tCiAFI -ASS (C1SF REFERENCE POWER (K141I10 
6 NITIAL spiCECRiAFI MASS 44'%/:235 4 AX1HU) POWER Il I 10 
c PROPUL3I04 NSTZM PAZ' i JE:LT NtSECOI0OGH~G tXHIi~J51 SPEtE 
o'cOPELLAN*T 433$ U()/'I THRUST AT 1 AU Ufl'I .5OEI 
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FIG. 68. 	 45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISS"'NS
 
TITAN II BCCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
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U X-CMXPOEN CF PRIMER1l.GE-1
 
V I-C ,PONENI OF PFIER
 
N 2-CC4PONEWT CF PRIMER
 
X XCCHPONENT OF FRIHER CEIVA IVE
 
Y-COHPONENT OF PRIMER CERIVAIIVE/.ECE-1
 




A HEI SPACECRAFT HASS IKW)IG F REFERENCE POWER (K)/10 
B INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (K)10G0 G MAXIMUM POUER (KT) /O 
C PROPULSION SYSIEM HASS iK/100 H JET EXHAUST SPEEC XMSEC),IQ0 
C PROPELLANT MASS tKG)/10 I THRUST AT I AU (1)/1.GGE-I 
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REFERENCE POWER CKW)
 
FIG. r9. 45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III BCCOREI/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW
 




K MAXIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AU) U X-COMPONENI OF PRTME%/I.OOE-I
 
L MINIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE tAU),t.OOE-1 V -COI4PONEMT OF PRIMER
 
H HELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL ANCLE IC)IIOO5 Z-COMPCNEI OF PRIMER
 
M LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED (M/SEC)IOIGO X X-CCHPOHENI OF PRIMER DERIVATIVE,1.ODE-

N -COMPONENT OF PRIMER CERIVATIVEII.OGE-l 

























A NET SPACECRAFT HASS iKC) 1'C 
B INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS (KG)IGOO 
SPROPULSION SYSTEM HASS (KGC)IGG






REFERENCE POWER (KW)/Io 
MAXIMUM POWER (KWlIG 
JET EXHAUST SPEED (M/SEC)I0GGO 
THRUST AT I AU (N)fI.GCE-l 

















REFERENCE POWER CKW) 
45 DEGREE 4-BURNEXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS 
TITAN III BtCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW 
FLIGHT TIME 600 DAYS 
16 
K MAXIUH SOLAR DSTAHNCE (&U) U X-COPORENI CF PR1MERi.ODOE-
L. MINIMUM SOLAR~ DISTANCE (AU)/i.0GE-1 V V.CCHPONEHI CF PRMER 
H HIELIOCEIRIC IRAVEL AkHLE IEC)/tG0 N Z-COHPONENT OF PRIMER 
N LAUC EXCESS SFEED (X/SEC1IGGG X X-COHPONENT OF PRIMER DERIVAIVEIs.OCE-l 
S'-COXPONENTCOF PRIMER CERIIA1IVt/.CCE-2 





























NE SPACECRAFT KASS tKG)IIG 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (II1000 
PROPULSION SYSIEM MASS (KG)/$IG 






REFERENCE POER tIV)/1I 
MAXIMUM POWER (k)l,10 
JET EXHAUST SPEED (HISEC1)10000 
THRUST AT I"AU (N)1l.OGE-1 












REFERENCE POWER CKW) 
45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS 
TITAN III BECOREI/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW 
FLIGHT TIME 65o DAYS 
158 
l6 
K MAXIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (KU) U X-COAPONPEX CF PRIMERII.GGE-I 
L MINIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE IAU),I.GC0-1 V Y-COPOET OF PRIHER1I.0 -1 
N HELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL ANCLE (CEG/I'GC U 2-COMFONENI OF PRIMER 
N LAUNC EXCESS SPEED (M/SEC)I0OGO X X-COMPONENI OF PRIMER DERIVA1IVEI.GOE-I 
y Y-COMPOMENT OF PRIMER CERIViIVCI.C.OGE-I 












610. a4 leIA 
REFERENCE POWER CKWI 








NEI SPACECRAFT MASS (IKG)/Ig 
INITIAL SPACECKAFT MASS K#I050 
PROPULSION SYSTEH MASS (KG)/II0 






REFEREHCE POWER IK) /'1 
MAXIMUM POWER (KU)/1 
JET EXHAUST SPEED (H/SEC)IGGG 
THRUST AT I AU (1)/1.O0E-1 





















K MAXIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AU) U X-COGHEPNNT OF PRIER I.GGE-I
 
* MIIMUM,SOLAR DISTANCE (AUIfl.COEt- V Y-COP5AEHT Cr PRIMER 
M IELUOCENIRIC TRAVEL AHNLt iDE0)/ISG U Z-iOMFCHEHN CI FRIMER 
N LAUNCM EXCESS SPEED 1NSt),I0 X X-CCHPCNEN1 CF PRIMER DERIVATIVE 
N Y-COHPNEHT CF PRIMER CERIVAIIVE,I.DOE-I 
















A NET SPACECRAFT MASS (K41/100O 
9 INITIAL SPACECRAFI MASS KC)/1|S0 
t PROPULSION SYSIEH HASS (KG)/IGG 






















F REFERENCE POSIEF (KWd no 
c NAXIMUM POUER IK)I4 
H JEI EXHAUST SPEEC INISEC31OOO 
I THRUST AT I AU tN)d1.OOE-1 





FIG. 73. 45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III BCCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 30 KG/KW
 







HAXIHU SOLAR CISTANCE (AU) 
MINIMUM SOLAR MSIANCE (AU)I/I.OE-1 
HELIOCENIRIC IRAVEL ANGLE (CE ) ICG 






































A NEI SPACECRAFT MASS (KU100S QFERECE F0NE (K1WII0 
e INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (K)/BUO Q HAXIMUM POWER IKW)/10
 
C PROPULSION SISTEM MASS (K)/ISO0 'h JET EXHAUST SPEED (h/SEC)/10QOG
 




























FIG. 74. 	 45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III BCCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 30 KGiKW
 








MAXIRuM SOLAR DISTAN4CE tAUl 
MINIMUM ScLAR DISTANCE (AU)II.OCE-I 
HELIOCENIRIC TRAVEL ANGLE (EG)tIGO 






















































A NET SPACECRAFT MASS (KS)ILG F REFEREHCE POWER (KI)I 
B INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS KGI IOG Q MAXIMUM POER (KWII1G 
C PROPULSION SYSTEM-MASS (K4)I1G H JET EXHAUST SPEEC (,SE0C,1OOS0 
C PROPELLANT MASS IKC1100 I THRUST AT I AU (NI1.OC-
I PROPULSION TIME (CAS),100 
1C 
LU 












K MAXIMUM SOLAR CISTANCE lAW U X-COHPOENt OF PIRHER/I.DCE-l 
L HINIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE IAU)II.GCE-l V Y-COMPON[f OF PRIERII.OOE-l
 
m HELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL A44LE (CE1 1CO v Z-CONFOHENI Or PRIHER 
N LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED NI/SEC'I COC A X-COPONENT OF PRIMER DERIVAIIIEJ .OE-I
 
I I-COMPONENT OF PRIMER DERIVIVE/1.0OE-I
 

























A MET SPACECRAFT MASS (X4)JIC 
B INInIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (KC)lI 
C PROPULSION SISTER HASS IKI1,IO§ 

















REFERiENCE POWER tK%4) 
HAXIMUM POWER (KW) 
JET EXHAUST SPEEC tMISEC/Il00C 
THRUST AT I AU TN)/1.00E-I 
PROPULSION TIME {CAYS3/100 
50 7 a 750 
FLIGHT TIME (DAYS)
 
FIG. 76. 	 45 DEGREE 4-2URN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III B(CORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 










MAXINUM SOLAR DISTANCE EAU) 
MINIMUM SOLAR DISIANCE (AU)I1OO.G.l
HELIOCEkRIC TRAVEL ANCLE (DEC)JIGO 













I V-COMPONENT OF PRIMER DERIVATIVE/I.OGE-I 


















A NEI SPACECRAFT MASS IKC) ic F REFEREN4CE POWER (KWId)IC 
I 1NITIAL SPACECRAFT A S i )/l C MAXIMUM POiEF IKf/ltl 
PROPULSION lSIE' PASS (KcIlc c 4 JET EXHAUSI SPEED (I/SECIICSCC 
C PROPELLANT MASS (KC)U'l O 	 I THRUST AT 1 AU (H) I.001-I 






r -	 01 4i 
REFERENCE POWER CKW) 
F G. 77. 45 CEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS 
TITAN III BCCORE /CENTAUR LAUNCH /EHICIE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 35 KG/KW
 
FLIGHT TIME 550 AYS
 
KHAXIU"MCSLAR 
L I4HNIUH SOLA 
CtANCt (XU) 
SlIAkNCE (AU)t1.GUE1 U V XC0)4PCWENMIY-COHPCHEHT CU CF FPflER/tl.G0E-lPRIM"t 
I htLIOCEIRTIC TA EL ANSLE (CEC1GI00 U l1COMFONEN1 CF PFIXE% 



























A MET SPACEC~xFl mist Itc),It F UEEENCE PC.TER (KW1 'ID t INITIll. SPCECIRAr1 M SS ... MAXIMUMH P T.E; IPflioLbtGG 
CPRCPULSICN SI SIE MASS IKGI p1CC P4 JET EXHKUTSI SPEED IEC)JDGDO 
Q PROFELLANI MIASS k. 1.ICO I EIRUSI Al 1 A4 iAiI1I.0OE-I 















FI.7. 5DGE -UN XR-CITCMSIN
 








K MAXIMUM SOLAR CISTANCE IAU U X-CONPONEN cF "P R!1R'IGOE-2 
L MINIHOH SOLAR CISTANCE (AI/)1 .DE-I V -COFPOINI OF PRIMER 
M NELIOZENRIC IRAVEL itHLE (CEC)JIO W Z- COFONEMI C, PRIMER 
N tAUNC t EXCESS SPEEt 114SEC)IOD % X-COkPCAAEWI OF PRIMER tERIVATlVPiR.OtE-I 
I t-COHPOUHN OF PRIMER CERIVA11VE/ICtE-2 































NEI SPActCT&AF PASS Imt) #10 
INITIAL ZPA(EtRAF1 HAS% t IGQU0 






REFERENCE PCAER (F&WlI 
AXIlUM POWER (1(V) '1 
JET EXH4AUST tFED (K14EC) ,10G00 
THRUJST AT I 41J (N1'l.C0E-i 



















FIG. 79. 	 45 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III B(CORE]/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 35 KG/KW
 








HiA11UM SOLAR CItTXNCE (Ab -
RINIMUH StfLAR CltIkN(E 
"ELIOCENT~1k 1(RAV EL AMCAX U2E0) I'0I TG 











OF PRIMER OEIIVIIVI.G0E-i 
OF PRIMER DERIVXAIVEI.OOE-t 












610 12 14 
REFERENCE POWER CKW) 
FIG. 79. (CONCLUDED) 
175
 









HAXIMum poutR tKlJIjio 
JET EXHAUST SPEED ),C)/~C 
D PROPELLANT MAss u ,IOOC I THlI)SI AT I AU (4) 















FLIGHT TIME COAY'S) 
45 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW 
A76 
K MAXIMUM SOLARi tIStAHCE (KU) u X-CO$PCORENl Cel PRIMEF(1 .CGE-t 
L INIMHHUM SOL&%i tISIANCE (AU11i.OCE-1 V i-COXONtXT OF PRIMER 
Xi NELIOCENIRIC IRAVEL. ANOL! tCEGI11G0 %4 1- COENT OF PRIMER 
hi LAUN'CH~ EXCESS SPEEL (tSECI/ G100 X X-COMPONENT IF PRIMER DERiIVA1IVE 
V V-COMPOMENT OF PRIMER CMi~~1.0-















A NEI tPACECRAr, MASS "(1/100 
B INITIAL SPACECRAF1 MASS IXS1I5GC 
C PRQPUl.$IQN SY$ThW MASS i4 S)11O 










F REFERENPCE POWJER (VAJ)/i 
4 XAXII4U$ POWER KJ)
 
h JET EXHAUST SPEEC (H.'SEC)11000
 
I THRUST AT I ku (h)
 
I3 PROPUILSION4 TIRE tCAlS)iloo
 
-C 
K MAXIHUM SOLAR tISTANCE (AU)/1.00-I U X-COKHFONEH OF PRI$ERiI.0OEl 
L MINIMUM SOLAR tISTANCE (AU)/I. E-l V Y-COrHFOEN!t OF PRIMER 
H HELIOCEHkIC TRAVEL AIILE (DEG)I/10 U 2-CORPHFKERI OF PRIMER 
H LAUNCH EXCESS %PEEC (H.'EC)J1000 x X-COHPONENH OP PRIMER tERIVATIVt 
NVY-COIIFONENI OF PRIMER 0ERIVAI1VE/I.OOE-1 
























A MET SPACECRAFT )ASt (KCG)1 V REFERENCE PCVER IUI1,IG 
Z INIIIAI. SPACECRAFT MASS I)GiC MAXIMUIMIPC1IER xi 
E PROPUSION SY61E14 MASS IKtI ' G6f R4 JE! ((tN1IT SPEED (MSEc),tO0G 
C PROPELLANT MASS (KG) /IOGC I I4RUZT AT I XU IN) 















in 	 2_ _ __ ___ 
REFERENCE POWER CKW2
 
FIG. 82. 	 45 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DCI2O5)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW
 







KXIMUH SOLAK DISTANCE (AU) 
MINIMUH SOLAR CISTANCE (kU) lI.U3OL1 






































i Nl SWKctCRk! YS$ gxllc f RFZRZNcE rC.tWE li'1O 
S INITIAL t~A(IRrl RAtS (tCIJIOCC C 4 RW%"A R CVE t wrl 
( PIOFUSIN SY11EX K A5St (ACIOO h~ AT ZthA~slSS ~lCtMtCIC 
0 PROPELLA&T XAt L6 11'I6 C I MRs iTkHT I ALj ("I 

















FIG.83. 4SPEIFIC MASUS EXR-CLPI MISSION
 





IIHHUH SOLAR DISTANCE kAUl '1 .G6E1 
IjELIOCEHIRIC TRAVEL ANGLE (0EC9100G 





































A lIET jFkCtCRAFI lIAS I l.lCF REFERENCE POWER tKU) fIG 
S INITIAL SFACECRAFI HAsS K fIlGbO IAIIMm PCVER 1Kw)lIG 
CPRnPIIL&ION S'vNSTM ASS tKll tIuQO H JET EXH4AUST SPE~ (H,&ECIIOOG
C PROPtLLANT HASS lAQI/lODO I IS1 A! AU ENT 












r n isi 2 
'RFREC POWER (K_3
 
FI.9. 4 ERE -UNETAECITCMSIN
 






K M&Xlhu% SCLAR D151ANCE tAUI U X-COHPHEXI OF PRItRI.OE-2 
L HINUk SOLAR CISIKCE (AIj'.OtE-1 I P-OIIPONEHN OF PRIMER 
R RELIDEENIRIC IRAVEL HNCLE (DEt) IUG U 2-CMPOHEHt OF FRIMER 
NLA4Ct4 EXCESS SPEED (HSEC1,1O0t 	 I X-COKPOIIEN! OF PRIMERVtlfTtt. t-
Y -COPONENT OF PRIMERDERIVAI'.OGE-2 
















HEY SPACECRAFT $A$S (K )(S 
INITIAL SFACECRAFI M4ASS IACflIOOU 




MXIMUR F0AUER IKv)ljo 
JLI EX"AUZI SF110 tM,StC,11GOoo 
POPELLANI MASS (KG)ilG0G I 
J 
THRUST AT I AU (W4 















510 60 	 76060 O 
FLIGHT TIME CDAYS)
 
FIG. 85. 	 45 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III 0C1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 






K "A"1)U14 SOLAR CISIAN(E UAU) 4 X-CO14POHEHI OF F14K1.G-
L MINIMUM SOLAR DISTANE IAU1,i.GOE-1 V "COMPONEN OF PRIMER 
"4 "ZL!CCENTRIC TRAlVEE LE 1C tE ),ICQ U 2-CCMPOhEMT OF PRIMER 
N LAUN4CH EXCESS SPEEDI 11/SECV IGQ0O X X-COKPCIIENT OP PRIMER 2ERINAT1VP 
I Y-CO4POPIENI OF PRIMER 1~lTV,.O­
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0 5 5o Wi 
REFEENCEPOWE CK§
 







AB B7,7- _AN F=_NU~~ 
TIA 
FIH TIME__ 5_____ DAYS__ 
X HAX11I31 SCLAR DISTANCE LAWf X-COHP)$ENI CF PgtXEtII.ttE-l 
L MINIMUM SrLR DISTANCE I CFVU)It.+E-I PRI ME%Y-Ct.XOHERI 
M IiELIOCENTRIC IRAVEL Ki4GLE DMtIrC V 2-CCHPHEI (F PEI KER
 
H LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED K/$SEC}IhUG -CC NENT PRIMER
OX F QF DERIVATIVE 
'I -COPONENT QF PRIMER CERIVATIVE/I.DOE-I 




























JET tK14AUt! 6PEO (HISECI/LOOO 










FIG. 87. 	 45 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFZC MASS 3b KG/KW
 




X RAXINUX SOLAR DISTANCE (AU) U X-COXPONEHI OF PRMEUI.O%1 
L. MIN4IMUM4SOLAR~ CISTLNCZ tAU)I.QtOE-1 'I t-COI4POHEHT OF PR14ER 
X MELIOCENIII IkAYEL ANGLE ICEG) tIDG W 2(COF'NENTI(F PRIMERi 
N LAUNCH EXCESt SEE thLSECI/l0I5 X X-COXPONENt OF PRIMER DtRIVArl 
IN -CO'4PONEN! OF PRIMER EIAl~I0t 
I Z-COMPONENT OF PRIMER CEFIVAIIVEtI.POE-1 
to 
-
















H4AS$ IK4T, OO 
MASS (KI J/ID0 H 
I0fMAXIMUMPCQER 4KWIILO 
JET EXHAUST SPEEt (K/SEC)$/DIGO 
0 PROPELLANT HAS KGJ1iG0E I THRAST AT I AU N) 


































& MAX1NU4 SCLfl CISIKHCE (AU) U X- CCPCHX CF PaIE1ij.GCt-I
L MIHIHUM SCLXR CISIANCE (AU)/I.U5E-1 V YCCMFOI4ENI (F PRIMER 
H HELIOCENIRIC I~iVflL ANCLE (QEr),100 U 2-COIFONENI CF PRIMER 
" LAUHC( EXCESS SPEED (HISEC),1GCG X X-CChPONENI OF PRIMER tER1VA1 VE 
V 'V-CC4POsENT OF PRIMk ER 1 rV1.G-
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A NOi tUi~t!(Rb1 IAAU (MO~if6 f !REFttict PdutA (INwIM 
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FIG. 89. 45 D-RE- 5=8URN MISSIONS
-XTRA--LIPTIC 

TITAN III OC1205)/CNTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SP-ECIFIC MASS 30 KG/KW
 
FLIGHT TIME B50 D)AYS
 
K AkXIMtJN SCLA; DISTANCE (AQW qI~C4Ct4 CVr~~1AC
 
L HINIHUR SCLAR DISTAHC tAU)I/.CtE-1 V Y-CQNPCNEN CV FRIHEV
 
M4 IiiCCEHURIC TRAVEL ANtIS ICECI'iC.C (4 l-cc'4FcIE"I C~F RI ME R
 
N LAUNCH EYCEst SREEC (MHISE( I It.uQ 	 X -CCMVCHEWI CVPFPUIHE tERYAIIVEI.0C(-i 
I Y-CCHFCNCNI Cr FkIPECIU0IVAltVEs.r-CE-1 
















MCI SFACtcC7ri MACSS {KGI I C 
INITIAL SPACECRlAFT MASS "GiflCtC 
PRCPULSICH SNIEM IPAES fKGlItCC 
PRiCFELLANI MASS tr.Cl /ICE[ 
r REFERENCE PC"EK tKUJ)'I 
4 XA IUU PC1~t ('jIjjC, 
*JET £,FA(,S1 SFEEn HtC'C~ 
I THRUST Al I AIJ (I 












FLIGHT TIME 700 DAYS
 
19S 
KNAXIHUNK S 4 ThAS UITAh.CE IAUI U X-C kFCNENI CF FRlHEK,,-C!-
I MINIMUM& SCLA CII1AUjCE IAUII.CCt-, v I-CCNFchtN1 IF PRIMER 
" 
" 
RELICCZNIR1C I AVEL 





ZCkPCNEkI CF PRIME% 
XCCNPCNENl CF FRIHER tERMVt1VEt..E-l 
Y YCCHKCNENI CF PSIPER tEMRIVYE/I .0CE-Z 
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P16.§1: 49D EE AARNEVTA=HLPTI Nl§I@N 
-IA -I-.29/H T'U ANE EIL 
NC§§ U 
--
K HAIIMH $CLAR DISTANCE (AU) - U Y-CCHSChEN1 Cr FRtI1ER,1.CcE-1 
L MINaIMUM SCLAR DiSIANCE tAU)II.CCE-1 v -CCMFCHZNI CF PRIMER 
H MEL1C(EIJIKIQ TRAVEL ANGLE ICEW)AE 7-CCHFCNENT CF PRIMER 
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.FIG.92. 	 45 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
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FIG. 93. ,45 DGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III.bC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC HASS 35 KG/KW
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FIG. 94. 	 45 DEGREE S-BURN' EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III 0C12052/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
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FIG. 97. 	 45 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III BCCOREI/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW
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FIG. 99. 	 45 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III BCCOREJ/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW
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FIG. 100. 	 45 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-.ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III BCCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
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FIG. 105. 45 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN Ill BCCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
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FIG. 106. 	 45 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III BCCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
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FIG. 107. 60 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
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FIG. 108. '60 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS 
TITAN III DC12053/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
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FIG. 109. 60 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
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FIG. 110. 	 60 DEGREE 4-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
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FIG. 111. 60 DEGREE b-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS 
TITAN III DC1205]/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW 
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FIG. 112. 60 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III O{1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
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FIG. 116. 	 60 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
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PROPULSION SYSTEM HASS IKCT/10 






REFERENCE POWER (KU)/Io 
MAXIMUM POWER IKW)/IO 
JET EXHAUST SPEEC tHISEC)I/O1G0 
THRUST Al I AU (N 















REFERENCE POWER CKW) 
60 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS 
TITAN III OC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 25 KG/KW 
FLIGHT TIME 700 DAYS 
250 
K MAXIMUM SOLAR CIS1ANCt IAU) U X-COC.OEHI CF PRIMER/I.DOE-2
 
L MINIMUM SOLAR USIANCE (AU)/I.ODE-1 V '-COMPOHEMI OF PRIMER
 
H HELIOCEMIRIC TRAVEL AI4LE CEI/ICC U 2-COkPONEN OF PRIMER
 
N LAUNEM EXCESS FEEC IM/I$E/1000 	 X X-COMPOENI OF PRIMER DEFIVAIIVE/I.COE-I
 
I V-COMPONENT OF PRIME[ CEIVATIYE/I.CUE-2
 






























A MET SPACECRAFT HASS (KCI/IC5 
B INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS I)/IGO 
C PRCPULSICN SSYEN NAS I"OHA IOS 















F REFERENCE FCA.ER tKU)IC 
HAIHUH POWER (KV)/10 
N JET EXHAUST SPEED (ISECI1,16O0 
I THRUST AT I AU (N/t.tDE-i 




60 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DC 1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 




XAXIHM SOLAR DISTANCE (AIJ U X-COXFOHERH CF PRIMER/I.OOE-1
 
L MIHHIMU SOLAR DISTANCE (AU1/I.OGE-1 V -COHPONENH OF PRIMER
 
H HELIOCENIRIC TRAVEL ANGLE iDEG)/IOO W Z-COMPOHENI OF PR1MER/IO
 
N LAUNCh EXCESS SPEED tH/SEC)/I5OG X X-COFONEN! OF PRIMER DERIVATIVE
 
% Y-COHPONENT OF PRIMER tERIVA IVE/i.OCE-























K NEI SPACECRAFT MASS (KG)/1CU F REFERENCE PFCEF (KWI '1 
B INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (K0)11060 MAXIMUM POWER (XWL'IG 
C PROPULSION SYSEM HASS (K)/100 H JET EXHAUST SFEED (HSIEC) 10OO 
t PROPELLANT MASS (tG)I160C I THRUST AT I AU INI/I.GGE-1 





















FIG. 119. 	 60 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DE1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 30 KG/KW
 








MAXIUM~ SOLARi CISIAXCE (AIJI 
MINIMUM SOLAR DIflANCE (AU12.0GE-1
"ELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL ANGLE tCEG)/i1CC 














OF PRIMER CERIIVAIVE/I.GGE-l 
OF PRIMER DERiVATIVEI.GOE-2 















A NET SPACECRAFT MASS (KC)'1CG F REFERENCE POER IKU)II 
B INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (KG)1IGOC 4 MAXIMUM FOUER IIT)/IG 
C PROPULSIC SISTEM MASS (Kh1/IOO N JET EXHAUS SFEEO (/SEC)l/CCCG 
PROPELLANT MASS KG)/IGEO5 I THRUST AT 1 AU INI.oGE-I 



















10 Ml2 3 
REFERENCE POWER CKW)
 
FIG. 120. 	 60 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 30 KG/KW
 




K MAXIMUM SOLAR DISIANCE (AUI U X-CGHFONENI (F PFIHER/1.0GE-3 
I. MINIMUM SOLAR CIStANCE IAU)II.OCE-I V Y-CO$POHENT or PRIMER 
M4 NEOCENTRIC IRAVEL ANGLE IDEG)/OO U Z-COHPONENI OF PRIMER 
N LAUNCH EXCESS SPEEC (H/SEC)/I$00 X X-COhPOMNME OF FRIMER CERIVATIVE1I.GCE-I 
V Y-OHPONENT OF PRIMER DERIVAIVE/I.GGE-3 





















A NET SPACECRAFT PASS (W I10 F REFERENCE POWER KU tI 
E INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS tKG)ISGGO £ MAXIMUM POUER (KW)/10 
C PROFULSICH STSTEH HASS (KG)100 H IE EXHAUST SPEEt (MISEC)lI0OO0 
C PROPELLAHI MASS K0/ 100 I THRUST AT IAU (N)I'tOE-I 




























FIG. 121. 	 60 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DCI205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 




K MAXIkUhLSOLAR CISTANCE (AU) U X-COHPONENT, OF FRIER/I.EGE-1
 
L MINIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AI)I.GGE-I V T-CCHPOMENM OF PRIMER
 
'M HELICCETRIC TRAVEL ANGLE (DEG)/IOG W 2-COMPOMEN OF PRIHERhl0 
N LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED (M/SEC)/IGOGO 	 X X-(OMPONENT OF PRIMER DERIVATIVE
 
N -COMPONENT OF PRIMER CERlVA1IVE/I.0CE-l
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NEI SPACECRAFT HASS tKO1/16 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (KG)IG10G 
PROPULSION SYSTEM MASS (X4)/'l0 





REFERENCE POIER (K)IO 
MAXIMUM P0IUER (KIK1I0 
JET EXHAUIT SPEEC IMISEC)lIO/1 
THRUST A! I AU tMI/I.0DE-1 













FIG. 122. 	 60 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DCI205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
SPECIFIC MASS 35 KG/KW
 




A AXIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AU) U X-COXFOHENT OF FlR1HERf .ODE-Z 
L. MINIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE IU.GEI V 'V-COMPOMNH OF PRIMER
 
M HELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL ANGLE (OEGJ/IO§ N 2COHPONENT OF PRIMER 
N LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED (M/SEC/IGGC X X~COHPONENt OF PRIMER CERIVATIVEtI.OCE-1 
V 'WCOHPOMENI OF PRIMER CRVfV~.O­
2 2-COMPONEMI OF PRIMER UERIVAIVEtI.CGOE-I 
NCs)
w 




















A NEI SPACECRAFT MAS (Q)IC F REFERENCE FPOER 1KW) /IG 
B INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS IKG)1lDGO MAXIMUM POUER 1KW)/Io 
C PROPULSION SYSTEM MASS tK4)/IOO I JET EXHAUST SPEED IH/SEC),IGGS' 
PROPELLANT MASS KG)/IIODC I THRUST AT I AU N)W/I.ODt-1 













1 2) 30 
REFERENCE-POWER CKW) 
60 DEGREE 5-BURN EXTRA-ECLIPTIC MISSIONS 
TITAN III D(1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 35 KG/KW 
FLIGHT TIME 700 DAYS 
35 
262 
K MAXIMUM SOLAR CISIANCE (AU) U X-COPONENI OF FRlHERI.OBE-2 
SMIHNIHUM SOLAR tISIACE ,(AU)tI.GCE-1
H HELICCENH IC !TAVEL ANGLE (DE),ICO V W l-COMONENI 2-COHPONE)I1 OF C FRIME PRIHER 
H LAUNCH EXCESS SFEEC tH/SECI/OCc X X-COMPONENT O FRIER DERVATIVEIIEl.OGE 
y Y-CO4POHENT OF PRIHER DERIVA1IIVEI.CE-2 




























MET SPAECRAFT HASS )IKUICOC 
INIIIAL SPACECRKFI HAS% IKC)/I0U 
FPROPULSICN SYZTEH HASS M41/1G5 






REFERENCE PCWER LM01'10 
HAXIMUM F0WER (KWII G 
JET EXHAUST SFEEC (k/SE CI/l000 
THRUST Al I AU I 















FLIGHT TIME (DAYS) 
1976 CERES MODE A RENDEZVOUS MISSIONS 
TITAN III 0C1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 






K~ MAXIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AU) U X-COMPONENMy OF PRIMER 
L MINIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE IAU)/I. GE-I 	 y Y-COHKPONEM CF PRIMER
 
M HELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL ANGLE IDESIIO0 	 U Z-COMPONENT OF PRIMER
 
N LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED tMtSEC/IGCO 	 X X-COMPONENT OF PRIMER DERfI A IE
 
R LAUNCH DATE (DAIS FROM 24430851/10 	 1 I-COMF0NEMt OF PRIMER DERIVATIVE 

























A NET SPACECRAFT HASS (KI 00l0G F REFERENCE POWER (K)/IG 
B INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS (KG)/IOGG G MAXIMUM POWER tKW1lI0 
C PROPULSION S t1E,, HASS (KC'IIG00 m JET EXH4AUST $FEEQ (HtEClti0C5G 
D PROPELLANT HASS (KGI)1G00 I THRUST AT I AU IN) 























o00 550650 T5 
FLIGHT TIME (DAYS)
 
FIG. 125. 	 1976 CERES MODE A RENDEZVOUS MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 




K MAXIKIM SOLAR DISTANCE (AU) U X-COMFONETI CF FRIMER 
L MINIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AU)JI.C0E-I V Y-COMPOHENI OF PRIMER 
H HELIOCENTRIC IRAVEL
* LAJNCW EXCESS SPEED ANCLE lIEW/IOE(HSECIIGCO W 2-COMPONENI XX-CHFONEN OF PRIMER OF, PRIMER DEFIVATIVE 
R LAUMCN DATE (CAIS FROM 2443ZSe)lI I T-COMPONEMI OF PRIMER DERIVATIYE 































NET SPACECRAFT MASS I()/1C0 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT HAS t1X i5OO 
PROPULSION SISIEH HASS (K4)JIOG 


















REFERENCE POWER (KWI/10 
MAXIMUM POWER (KW)/10 
JET EXHAUST SPEEC (H/SEC) ,oOG 
THRUST At I AU tH) /.GCE-1 
PROPULSION TIME (DATS)t100 
650 700 ? 
FLIGHT TIME 'CDAYS)
 
FIG. 126. 	 1976 CERES MODE A RENDEZVOUS MISSIONS
 
TITAN III BCCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 




x MAXIMUM SOLAR OIS1AZCE tAUl U X-COHPONEMT OF PRIHE; 
L HINIMUH SOLAR CISlNCE (AU)II.OE-1 V -CCHFONEHI OF PRIMER 
H HELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL ANGLE tCEGItlOG W Z-CCHFONENH OF PRIMER 
H LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED (II/ECItI056 X X-COHPONENI OF PRIMER DERIVATIVE 
R LAUNCH DATE (DAIS FROM 2443G74)OID I OF DERIVATIVEY-COHPONEHT PRIMER 






























NET SPACECRAFT MASS IKG)/IGG 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT KASS KO)/1000 
PROPULSION SYSTEM MASS 1KG)iIQ0 





REFERENCE POWER tKV)I'G 
NMAXIMUM POWER (KWId10 
JET EXHAUST SPEEC tM/SECI,1CGCO 
THRUST AT I AU tHINI.OE-1 
























K MAXIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (WA) U X-COHPOHENT CF FIMER
 
L MINIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE tAU)/.G6E-I V Y-CCHFOIENI OF PRIER
 
M HELIOCEMIEIC IRAVZL ANGLE ICEU.'IDD W Z-COHFOHENI OF PRIMER
 
M LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED (MdSEC)/I00G X X-COMPONENT CF PRIHER DERIVATIVE
 
$.LAUNCH DATE (DAYS 'FRCH' 2443D761~I/1 	 1V-COMPONENT CF PRIMER DERIVATIVE 







































NEI SPACECRAFI HASS (KG) '1000 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (K&)/1G00 
.F 
G 
REFERENCE POW4ER iKUa '10 
MAXIHUM POWER (IKI,1D 
C 'PROPULSION SYSTEM MASS K#)II000 K JET EXNAUSI SPEED (HISEC),1t.OC 
0 PROPELLANT MAS& (KG)jIOOO I THRUST AT I Ab (H) 
















TITAN III OCI205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 










MAXIMUM SOLAR DISiANCE (AU) 
MINIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AU) 
NELICCENTRIC TRAVEL ANGLE (DEGI)IOD 
LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED (IMSEC)II0DD 







X~COMFONENT OF PRIMER 
Y-COPONENT CF PRIMER 
Z-COMPONENT OF PRIMER 
X-COFONENT OF PRIMER 
-CCOPONENT OF PRIMER 


















Soo10 600 sic 
FLIGHT TIME CDAYS) 
700 750 
FIG. 128. CCONCLUDED) 
273
 
A WEI SPACECRAFT MASS (KG) '1000 F REFERENCE POWER (KUIIIG 
e INIIIAL SPACECRAFT PASS (KGI/1G§ MAXIMUM, POWER (K)/10 
C PROPULSICH SYSTEM PASS (K)IICG N JET EXHAUST SPEED (IKSEC)I'CCCO
0 PROPELLANT MASS (KS)/IGGC 	 I THRUST AT I AU (N) 






















FIG. 129. 1979 CERES MODE A RENDEZVOUS MISSIONS
 
TITAN III DC 12052/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 








MAXIMUM SOLAR CISTANCE (AU) 
MINIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AU1 
HELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL ANGLE tES)/IG5 
LAUNCM EXCESS SPEEC IMIStC)/IICt 






























S o 50 600 
65 a 7EG 70 
FLIGHT TIME CDAYS) 






NET SPACECRAF1 MASS tKC)/IGO 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS (XG)/100.
PROPULSION SSIEH HAS (KG) iO0 
F 
H 
REFERENCE POWE (Vfl,1 
HAXIMUM POWER mKM/1o 
JET EXHAUST SFEE t$/lEC/'O10G 
t PROPELLANT HASS (K1/100 I THRUST AT I AU IN)/I.CGE-1 















600 650 70D 
FLIGHT TIME COAYS) 
1978 CERES MODE A RENDEZVOUS MISSIONS 
TITAN III BCCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 




K MAXIHU SOLAR CISTANCE (AU) U %-COHPOENT OF PRIMER 
L HIHIHUN SOLAR DISTFANCE (AU) I I-COMFONENT OF PRIMER 
H 
N 
MtLIOCEHIRIC TRAVEL-ANGLE (DE4)'C 






OF PRIHER DERIVATIVE 
R LAUNCH DATE (CAIS FROM 2443992)/10 1 Y-OMFONEHT OF PRIMER DERIVATIVE 
















k NEI SFACECRFT HASS (KG)/It0 
t INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (K4),S000 
PROPULSION SYSTEM HASS (K'0I/IGO 












F EERTENCE POWER (K) /it 
4 MAXIXU PCOWER (mIuIG 
H JEI EXHAUST SPEED (MjSEC),IGCoC 
I- THRUST AT I AU tH)/I.OOE-I 




FIG. 131. 1979 CERES MODE A RENDEZVOUS MISSIONS
 
TITAN III BCCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 




K HAXIHUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AUI U X-COMPONENT OF PRIMER 
L MINIHUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AUI V P-COHPOHEHT OF PRIMER 
M HELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL ANGLE (CEGIIOO W 2-COMPONENT OF FRIMER 
N LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED (HNSEC)1lOO I X-COPONENT OF PRIMER DERIVATIVE 
R LAUNCH CATE (DAIS FROM 2443995)110 -COMPONEMI OF PRIMER CERIVATIVE 



















k MET SPACE(FiAPt MASS tKC4fl1OI5 
S INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (KI GS) 
CPROPULSICON SYSTEM MASS tKG)/ICOC





REFt"tMCE POWER (tu),1O 
MlOAXIMUM POSIER In') Ho 
JET EZHAUtI SPEED IM.'SEC) 'ICOOD 
THRUST AT I AU (mI 













FIG. 132. 	 O'ARREST MODE A PERIHELION RENDEZVOUS
 
TITAN III 0(1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 




K HAXIMUH SCLAR DISTANCE (AU) U X-CQHPONENt CF FRIMER 
L MIHIHUM SOLAR DISIANCE (AU) V N-COMPOHENI CF FIhER 
H HELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL ANGLE (DEGI'ICC W Z-COMPONENT OF PRIMER 
N LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED (H/SECI1CCO X X-COMPONENI OF PRIMER DERIVAIIVE 




































MEI SPACECRAFT MASS (KC)'/IGO 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (KGI/ 55 
F 
4I 
REFERENCE POtER (u)/io 
MAXIMUM FCWER (X)ulic 
C 
t 
PROPULSICH SISIEM MASS tKC) IIoco 
PROPELLA$1 HASS (KG)/1OG 
H 
I 
JET EXHAUST SPEEO (H/SECtiJOCC 
THRUST AT I AU (h) 















600 6so 700 750 
FLIGHT'TIME CDAYS) 
Sao 850 
FIG. 133. D'ARREST MODE A PERIHELION RENDEZVOUS 
TITAN III DC1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 30 KG/KW 
282 
HAXIHMU SOLAR DISTANCE kAU) U X-CGHPONEHI CF PRIMER 
L MINIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AUI I Y-CONPORNH CF PRIMER 
H HELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL AHNLE tCEG)jIGE U 2-CGHPONENT OrF PRIMER 
N LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED (MISEC)II1GO 1 X-COMFCHENT (F FRIHER DERIVATIVE 
R LAUNCH DATE (DAIS FROH 2444429)/10' I I-COMPONEN CF PRIMER DERIVATIVE 


















A NET SPACECRAFT HASS (KG)II5 
E INITIAL SFACECRAFI PASS tKG),IOCt 
CFPCPULSICH ISSIEM MA*S (rGitG 













F REFERENCE PC/ER (K)J),i 
G MAXIMUM FC ER (I1/10 
P JET t"PAUSI 5PEEB(It(,C~
 
I THRUS1 AT I AU (HN1I.0tE-I
 
J PRCFULIICN TIME (CAYSflICC 
A 












AXIMUA SOLAR DISTANCE (AU) 
MINIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE AU) 
HELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL AN4LF (CEG)IIOG 
LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED (/SEC) /IOCf 












































NEI SPACECRAFI HASS IK/1 
IN111AL SPACECRAFT HASS (K4I1OGO 
F 
£ 
REFERENCE POWER (XU)/IG 
MAXIMUM POVER (IW)/IC 
C PROPULSIOH SYSTEM HASS (KG)/16G M JET EXHAUST SPEEC (M/SEC/IGO0 
C PROPELLANT HASS (KG)/IGO I THRUST AT I AU (XI I.00E-1 








sun 650 760 ?so 
FLIGHT TIME CDAYS) 
Sao SSG 
FIG. 135. O'ARREST MODE A PERIHELION RENDEZVOUS 
TITAN III BCCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 30 KG/KW 
286 
HAXIH M SOLAR DISTANCE (AU) U X-COMPONENI OF PRIMER 
L MINI"UM SOLAR DIStANCE (AU) V N-COMPONEMI OF PRIMER/10 
M IELIOCEMIRIC TRAVEL ANGIE (DEG)/IOC U Z-COMPONENT OF FRIMER 
N LAUNCM EXCESS SPEEC CN/SEC)I1DDO X X-COPONEN OF FRINER DERIVATIVE 
R LAUNC CATE (CAYS FROM 2444430|/10S V I-CCOIFOMEM OF PRIMER DERIVATIVE 

















600 658 50 800 850 
FLIGHT TIME CDAYS) 
FIG. 135. CCONCLUDED) 
287
 
A NEI SPACECRAFT MASS (K~l3 G F REFERENCE POUER KW)11tI 
s INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS IK41/IG5
C PROPULSION SYSIEM MASS (KG 1GO H 
MIAXIMIUM POWER IKW)t1G
JET EXHAUST SPEEC (MISEC)IIODDO 
PROPELLANT MASS (KC)/lGC I THRJST Al I AU tN) 



















PLIGHT TIME (DAYS) 
BUD SSG 
FIG. 136. 0'ARREST MODE A PRE-PERIHELION RENDEZVOUS 
TITAN III 0(1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 







HAXIX U SOLAR DISTANCE EAU) 
MINIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AUI 
HELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL ANGLE (DEG)I10G 
LAUNCh EXCESS SPEED (N/SEC)I0O 




















































k WEI SPACECRAFI HASS t(KC)L/O 
e IHEIAI. SPACECRAFT MASS tXC)I10"O 
CPROPULSION SISIEl4 PASS tKOIJlSn 
ID PROPELLANT MASS (XU /iC5E 
F EFEREHCE POWER (UIf/IC 
ct1AXlIMtfl POWER (Ktfl,1 
M~ 41E EXHAUST SPEED I.SEC)/iOOOO 
1 THRUST AT I AU (H) 
















FIG. 137. D'ARREST MODE A PRE-PERIHELION RENDEZVOUS 
TITAN III DC12OS)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SPECIFIC MASS 30 KG/KW 
290 
K WAXIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AU) U X-COMPOuNcN Cr FRINER
 
L MINIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AU)II.DDE-I V V-CCOMPONENT CF PRIMER
 
N HELIOCENTRIC TRAVEL ANGLE (DEC)/I0O u Z-COMFCNENI OF PRIMER
 
N LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED tl/SEC)IIOD X X-CCNPONEHT CF PRIMER DERIVATIVE 
R LAUNCH DATE EDAIS FROM 24444551/ijG ' Y-COMPNONENI OF PRIMER DERIVATIVE 























A NET SPACECRAFT MASS tK )/IsO F REFERENCE POVER (1K)n/I 
B INITIAL SPAQECRAFT HASS tKtO)IO00 t MAXIHUM POUER (KW)/1G
C PROPULSION ISTER NAtS (KCI)IOG H JET ECmAUsT SFEEC (NIjSCC1IOOO 
0 PROPELLANT HASS (KG)I IO I THRUST AT I AU (N)/I.O0E-t 























FIG. 138. 	 DARREST MODE A PRE-PERIHELION RENDEZVOUS
 
TITAN III BCCORE2/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 




x MAXIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AU) U X-CMFOHHI OF PRIMER 
L 
M 
HIHIHMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AU)







N LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED (M/SEC)/I10 X X-COMPCHENT OF PRIMER DERIVATIVE 
R LAUNCH DATE (CAYS FROM 2444S5)O/10U N-COMPONENT OF PRIMER DERIVATIYE1ID 
10~ 

















A MET SPACECRAFT MASS (KG) flO F REFERENCE POWER 1KW) /1 
B INIIIAL SPACECRAF1 MASS t1K)/1OGO c HAXIUm POWER (iW) /lO 
C PROPULSIC" ZISEM MASS IKG)/100 H JEt EXHAUST SPEEC (MItEC)IGO0 
DFROPELLANT MASS (KG)/100 I THRUST AT I AU W)/'.OEO-I 





























FIG. 139. 	 D'ARREST MODE A PRE-PERIHELION RENDEZVOUS
 
TITAN III BCCORE)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 




XHAIIHUM SOLAR& t3SIACE (AU) 
L MINIMUM SOLAR ISIANCE (AU) 
M HELIOCENIRIC IAAVEL ANQLE IDE&)/|I0C 
N LAUNCH EICESS SPEEC (MISEC)/IGGD







X-COHPO4ENI CF PRiIMER 
Y-CCHPONEN! CF FRIMER,15 
I-COMPONENT CF FRIME 
X-CCMPOHENT CF FRIME CERIVATIVE 
-CCOHPOHEHI CF PRIHER DtRIVAlIVEtl0 
















A NET SPACECRAFT MASS (KU /1000 r REFERENCE PO"E6 MtICll 
e INITIAL SPACECRAFT MASS (X4)IG00 Q MAXIMUM FO ER (MO)/IC
CPROPULSION SVSTEM HASS (1(1/tOMG H JET EXHAUST SPEED (H/SEE)'1000 
C PROPELLANT MASS (1(G)/IOGO I THRUST AT I AU (I 
























600 	 625 650 675 700 725 
FLIGHT TIME CDAYS)
 
FIG. 140. 	 ENCKE MODE A PERIHELION RENDEZVOUS
 
TITAN III DC 1205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
 




K MAXIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AUI U X-COMPONENI OF PRIMERUI.ODE-1 
L 
H 
MINIMUM SOLAR DISTANCE (AUII.ODE-1 









N LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED (HMSECI/1GG X X-COMPONENT OF PRIMER DERIVATIVE 
R LAUNCH DATE (DANS FROM 24438651D1 1 V-COMPONENT CF PRIMER DERIVAIIVE/I.00E-I 


























MET SPACECRAFT HASS tKGI,1CG0 
INITIAL SPACECRAFT HASS IKG)/000 
F 
Q 
REFERENCE FOVER (KU)jIG 
MAXIMUM POER (KU tIG 
C 
C 
PRCFULSIOH SISTEM HASS (KG)/ 
PROPELLANT MASS (KI)IGBO 
00 H 
I 
JET EXHAUST SPEED 
THRUST AT I AU IN) 
(H/SEC)/15G0G 




















$25 650 65760 
FLIGHT TIME CDAYS) 
ENCKE MODE A PERIHELION RENDEZVOUS 
TITAN III DCI205)/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 




K MAXIMUM SOLAR tI*IANCC tAU) U X-COmoui or PI tR,1,GG-i 
L $HIUM SOLAR CISIAkCE (AU)II.CGE-1 V -COMFONEUNI OF PRIHER 
H HELIOCENIRIC TRAVEL AN4LE (CE4)JICD u Z-COMFHNE"I OF FRIER/I1.GE-1 
N LAUNCH EXCESS SPEED 1H/SEC/1G X X-COHFONHET OF FRIHER DERIVATIVE 
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